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Abstract

Complex sampling designs involving features such as stratification, cluster sampling, and unequal 

selection probabilities are often used in large-scale longitudinal surveys to improve cost-effectiveness 

and ensure adequate sampling of small or under-represented groups. However, complex sampling 

designs create challenges when there is a need to account for non-random attrition; a near inevitability

in social science longitudinal studies.  In this article we discuss these challenges and demonstrate the 

application of weighting approaches to simultaneously account for non-random attrition and complex 

design in a large UK-population representative survey. Using an auto-regressive latent trajectory 

model with structured residuals (ALT-SR) to model the relations between relationship satisfaction and

mental health in the Understanding Society study as an example, we provide guidance on 

implementation of this approach in both R and Mplus is provided. Two standard error estimation 

approaches are illustrated: pseudo-maximum likelihood robust estimation and Bootstrap resampling. 

A comparison of unadjusted and design-adjusted results also highlights that ignoring the complex 

survey designs when fitting structural equation models can result in misleading conclusions. 
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Complex sample designs are characterised by the presence of features such as unequal selection 

probabilities, cluster sampling, and stratification that lead to deviations from a simple random sample 

from an underlying target population (Lumley, 2004). Complex sampling designs are often adopted in

large-scale longitudinal studies because they offer a number of significant scientific and practical 

advantages (Stapleton, 2006). Stratification, i.e., the division of the population into relatively 

homogenous subgroups and sampling a fixed number of units from each, is often employed because it

can increase precision. Cluster sampling may be employed to reduce face-to-face interviewing costs 

because, for example, interviewer travel can be reduced when participants can be recruited from the 

same neighbourhoods (Smith et al., 2009). Finally, in many longitudinal studies it is advantageous to 

oversample sub-populations that are rarer or of special interest to ensure adequate statistical power for

analyses involving these groups (Connelly & Platt, 2014; Lynn, 2009a; Plewis et al., 2007). Similarly,

it is known that some sub-populations are more vulnerable to attrition (e.g., Watson & Wooden, 2009)

and baseline oversampling or refreshment sampling may be necessary to counteract their loss to the 

study over time (Corry et al., 2017; Deng et al., 2013). This will result in some members of the 

population having greater selection probabilities than others. Many large-scale longitudinal studies 

that are widely used for secondary data analysis follow a complex sampling scheme employing some 

or all of these sampling design components. In the UK, for example, complex sampling designs 

characterise openly accessible longitudinal datasets such as the Millennium Cohort Study (MCS; 

Connelly & Platt, 2014), the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing (ELSA; Steptoe et al., 2013); and 

the UK Household Longitudinal Study (Lynn, 2009b). These datasets are invaluable resources for 

understanding population and human developmental dynamics and have advanced understanding in a 

diversity of areas, such as child development, mental health, education, labour market participation, 

and healthy ageing. They are accordingly very widely used; some having generated thousands of 

scientific publications.  

Analysing data from complex sampling designs using standard statistical analysis methods 

that assume a simple random sample can, however,  result in substantial bias in inferences (Hahs-

Vaughn & Lomax, 2006; Kaplan & Ferguson, 1999; Muthen & Satorra, 1995; Vieira et al., 2016). 



The application of conventional structural equation modelling (SEM) techniques to clustered data can 

result in standard errors being too small and over-rejection of models based on global χ2tests  of 

model fit (Muthen & Satorra, 1995). This happens because such data violate the assumption of 

independence of observations, i.e., individuals within the same clusters are liable to be more similar to

one another. Ignoring stratification typically has the opposite effect on standard errors (i.e., shrinking 

variance); however, this is most often outweighed by the effect of clustering (Stapleton, 2006) and 

bias cancellation between stratification and clustering effects certainly cannot be relied upon. Ignoring

unequal probabilities of selection can impact parameter estimates in SEMs.  In particular, it leads to 

biased estimates when selection probabilities are related to the substantive variables in the model

(Asparouhov, 2005; Kaplan & Ferguson, 1999). 

 To overcome these issues, several approaches have been proposed to account for complex 

sampling designs when fitting SEMs, many of which are now implemented in widely used SEM 

software and modules (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2010; Muthen & Satorra, 1995; Oberski, 2014; West 

et al., 2018; Wu & Kwok, 2012). Among those approaches that have been suggested, ‘design-based’ 

approaches are more popular because of their relative ease of interpretation. Design-based approaches

involve using information about the sampling method (clustering, stratification, and unequal selection 

probabilities) to adjust parameter estimates and their variances, as well as fit statistics. 

Design-based approaches are relatively widely used in substantive applications of SEM

(Davidov et al., 2006; Patalay et al., 2017; Speyer et al., 2020). The most popular design-based 

treatment is to employ pseudo-maximum likelihood (PML) SEM estimation to obtain design-adjusted 

parameter estimates and standard errors. PML uses weighted estimation (replacing sample 

covariances with their weighted equivalents) and Taylor Series Linearisation to obtain adjusted  

standard errors (Asparouhov, 2005; Oberski, 2014). From a user’s perspective, this method only 

requires the specification of a weighting variable (recording the selection probabilities of 

observations), and cluster and stratification variables (recording the clusters and strata to which 

observations belong). 



An alternative set of methods for estimating the variance of parameters in SEMs fit to 

complex sample data are the replication weight methods (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2010; Stapleton, 

2008). These methods can utilise the same information (weights, clusters, and strata) utilised in PML 

for variance estimation but use bootstrap samples for the calculation of SEs. For example, Mplus

(Asparouhov & Muthén, 2010) uses the following formula to calculate bootstrapped standard errors:

√∑
r=1

R

C r¿¿¿

(1)

where θ is a model parameter, θ̂ is the estimate for that parameter using the original weight variable, 

and θ̂r  is the estimate for that parameter using the rth replicate weight. The value of C r varies 

depending on the specific resampling method used, with variants including the bootstrap, Jackknife, 

balanced repeated replicates (BRR), and Fay methods (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2010). In the bootstrap

method, resampling occurs at the primary sampling unit (PSU) level and weights are calculated as:

w i f
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where for H strata,  w iis the original individual-level weight, f is the number of times the PSU that the

individual belongs to was drawn in the bootstrap sample, and Kh is the number of PSUs in stratum h.  

The standard errors can then be calculated as:
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The Jackknife, BRR and Fay methods use similar principles and are comprehensively described in

(Asparouhov & Muthén, 2010). 

As compared to adjustments to parameter and standard error estimation, adjustment of global 

and local fit statistics for complex sampling designs has been less comprehensively studied (Bollen et 

al., 2013). A common approach is to apply a scaling correction to the overall χ2 test. Such a 

correction is necessary because the distribution of the test statistic for the likelihood ratio test 

(comparing the analysis model to a baseline unrestricted model) normally used to evaluate overall 

model fit is no longer χ2 distributed under PML with complex sampling designs. Its specific 

distribution depends on the sampling weights, stratification, and clustering. The Satorra-Bentler 

correction (Satorra & Bentler, 1994) involves dividing the original (unadjusted) χ2value by an 

estimate of the average generalised design effect (Rao & Scott, 1984). This is the default approach 

used in the lavaan.survey package R package and is used to adjust local fit statistics in an analogous 

manner (Oberski, 2014). The correction used in Mplus is based on similar principles but uses a 

correction factor based on the first and second derivatives of the PMLs for the analysis and 

unrestricted models (Asparouhov & Muthen, 2006; Asparouhov & Muthén, 2005). 

The lavaan.survey package in R and Mplus offer both PML estimation (or equivalent 

estimation) and resampling based methods for accounting for complex survey designs, making these 

solutions widely available for SEM users (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2010; Oberski, 2014). However, 

accounting for complex sampling does not alone guarantee unbiased inferences from longitudinal 

data. In particular, a major additional source of bias is that longitudinal studies also almost invariably 

suffer attrition, i.e. the dropout of participants from longitudinal studies over time (Eisner et al., 

2018). As well as reducing statistical precision through decreasing the available longitudinal sample 

size, attrition can also introduce substantial parameter bias when related to the outcomes under study

(e.g., Haviland et al., 2011). 



Two methods that are commonly recommended and widely used for dealing with attrition in 

longitudinal studies: full information maximum likelihood estimation (FIML) and multiple imputation

(MI) (e.g., Enders, 2013).  These methods can provide unbiased inferences provided that data are 

missing at random (MAR: i.e., missing conditional on observed but not unobserved values; Rubin, 

1976). However, these methods are not straightforward to apply in the context of longitudinal models 

with complex sampling designs (e.g., Silverwood et al., 2020).

The FIML approach to addressing missingness is an ‘implicit imputation’ method which is 

based on estimating unbiased parameter estimates by assuming an underlying distribution for the data.

The major difficulty with FIML is that in the context of longitudinal studies with non-random attrition

it can be necessary to include very many auxiliary variables i.e., variables that are not of interest in the

main analysis but can help achieve MAR or improve power because they are correlated with 

missingness and/or missing variables. In the saturated correlates method, for example, a saturated 

model for the auxiliary variables is added to allow the information for these variables to be used 

without changing how the main analysis parameters need to be interpreted. This means that 

correlations between every auxiliary variable and 1) every other auxiliary variable 2) every variable 

predictor, and 3) every residual term for the outcomes must be added to the model. Especially for 

already complex models this can significantly limit the number of auxiliary variables that can be 

included in the model because in practice large number of auxiliary variables can lead to estimation 

and convergence problems, especially if the auxiliary variables are themselves incomplete (see e.g., 

Enders, 2010).It also necessitates adjustments to incremental fit statistics. 

Though it can be practically more difficult to implement than FIML because it involves 

multiple stages and a  number of methodological choice points, MI has often been suggested as a 

good alternative solution to missing data problems because it easily accommodates very large 

numbers of auxiliary variables (Azur et al., 2011; Van Buuren, 2011). MI approaches to dealing with 

attrition involve fitting a model for the distribution of missing data given the observed data.  MI uses 

this model to substitute missing values with estimates of what those missing values would have been 

had they been observed, as predicted from data that is available (e.g., based on previous waves) and 



including a random component. In order to achieve correct standard errors, the estimation of the 

missing data is implemented several times to create several imputed datasets. The main analysis of 

interest is then conducted in each of those datasets. The resulting parameter estimates are averaged 

across the datasets and the standard errors associated with those parameters are calculated by 

combining the within- and between-imputed dataset variance in those parameters (where the within-

dataset variance is based on the estimated within-dataset sampling variances). This latter stage of 

combining results across imputed datasets is referred to as ‘pooling’ and has been shown to result in 

statistically valid inferences given uncertainty in the data (Rubin, 2004; Yuan, 2011).

 MI is; however, challenging to implement for complex sampling designs because of the need 

for the imputation model to be at least as complex as the analysis model. While MI techniques have 

been proposed  to account for multi-level data and unequal selection probabilities (De Silva et al., 

2020; Grund et al., 2016, 2018; Quartagno et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2016c, 2016a, 2016b), techniques 

that can accommodate weighting, stratification, and cluster sampling in the same data are not widely 

accessible nor have they been comprehensively tested and validated. As such, a recent review 

concluded that there are currently no solutions that can be considered ‘optimal’ for analysing complex

survey data using MI (Kleinke et al., 2020).  Further, as a general technique it has been noted that MI 

can be technically demanding to implement for applied users and thus  more vulnerable to mis-

specification than some other missing data techniques (Seaman et al., 2012).

Attrition weights offer a simpler solution to dealing with non-random attrition in longitudinal 

studies from a dataset user’s perspective. A weighting approach to correcting for attrition bias (e.g., 

see Seaman & White, 2013) involves deriving estimates of the probability of responding at a given 

wave or set of waves and using these estimates to create weights (usually the inverse of the 

probability of responding). These are then used to up-weight those with a low probability of 

responding and down-weight those with a high probability of responding. The probability estimates 

used to calculate the weights are typically based on logistic or probit regression models in which 

being a respondent is predicted by information from previous waves and/or linked data (e.g., 

administrative data) that is available for all, irrespective of whether they were a respondent or not at 



the relevant wave/set of waves. Many longitudinal surveys provide users with sets of weights that can 

be incorporated into analyses as part of their data releases (Connelly & Platt, 2014; Lynn & 

Kaminska, 2010; Schmidt & Woll, 2017; Trappmann et al., 2019; Vandecasteele & Debels, 2006; 

Watson & Wooden, 2012). The resulting attrition weights are then incorporated into the design-based 

techniques outlined above in place of the design weights.

Previous studies have suggested that attrition weighting can be an effective method of 

addressing attrition bias provided that data are MAR (Rubin, 1976) i.e., can be explained based on 

observed variables (Lewin et al., 2018; McGuigan et al., 1997). Attrition weights are, therefore, 

commonly provided with datasets employing complex sampling designs. There are; however, some 

disadvantages to these methods. In some cases, for example, a weight is not available for a particular 

combination of waves and the analyst must either rely on a suboptimal weight or derive their own 

from the information available.  The former can result in a loss of bias reduction or efficiency and the 

latter somewhat negates the ‘ease of implementation’ advantage of the approach. Further, weighting 

does not allow the full potential analysis sample to be included in analysis and is, therefore, often less 

efficient than other techniques. For example, if there was 70% attrition between baseline and a given 

wave of interest then only 70% of the sample would have weights defined for that analysis. Similarly, 

in the cases where attrition is non-monotonic (i.e., participants may miss some waves but return later),

the weights provided by most longitudinal studies would discard participants who were missing at 

some earlier wave but provided data at subsequent waves. Further, unlike FIML and MI, weighting 

deals only with respondent-level missingness and not item-level missingness. Finally, it has been 

noted that when the predictors in the model for missingness (i.e., the model predicting the probability 

of being a respondent) are related to the probability of responding but are not related to the outcome 

of interest in the main analysis, weighting can increase parameter variance without reducing bias

(Alanya et al., 2015). The reduction in estimation efficiency due to these drawbacks when using 

weights may not be a major problem for the longitudinal studies with large sample sizes when 

weighed against their advantages compared with alternative methods, though it may be more of a 

problem in smaller studies. 



Taken together, given the challenges of FIML and MI for analysing data from longitudinal 

surveys with complex sampling designs, weighting in a design-based method such as PML is likely to

be the method of choice for many users. However, while missing data techniques and adjustment for 

complex survey designs in SEM are individually discussed in a number of places, there is little 

explicit discussion regarding their combined treatment.  In the current tutorial we, therefore, illustrate 

the application of weighting techniques for the analysis of longitudinal SEMs in two software: Mplus 

and R, the latter employing the lavaan.survey package (Oberski, 2014), which draws on the lavaan

(Rosseel, 2012) and survey (Lumley, 2004) packages. 

Method

Data

Data for the present illustration come from the Understanding Society Study. As a commonly 

analysed large, UK-wide, high-quality longitudinal study with a complex sampling design involving 

stratification, clustering and unequal selection probabilities, it provides a good case for the present 

illustration.  A more comprehensive description of the study and how to access the data can be found 

on the study website at: https://www.understandingsociety.ac.uk/.  The first wave of data collection 

for Understanding Society took place in 2009. Participants were sampled using a multi-stage 

representative probability sample of households. The main sample comprises four subsamples: the 

general population sample (GPS, which includes the General Population Comparison sample; GPC), 

the former British Household Panel Survey (BHPS; from wave 2), the Ethnic Minority Boost Sample 

(EMBS; an oversample of households from areas with high proportions of ethnic minorities) and the 

Immigrant and Ethnic Minority Boost Sample (IEMBS; a sample of immigrants and ethnic minority 

individuals from wave 6 on). 

The current illustration uses data on adult participants (aged over 16) who were recruited at 

wave 1 and who remained in the study until wave 9, i.e., only the GPS and EMBS samples. Of those 

in the sampling frame at baseline, only those who provided data at this stage were re-contacted at 

https://www.understandingsociety.ac.uk/


subsequent waves. In subsequent waves, however, it was possible for members who had not been 

included at a given wave to return to the study at a later stage, provided that they remained eligible 

(e.g., they did not migrate out of the UK). Exceptions were ‘adamant refusals’ where participants 

indicated that they did not want to be contacted about participation in future waves. This means that 

there were some participants who missed some waves but returned to the study later.  Information 

about participants were gathered first via a household enumeration survey (one per household to 

identify the members of the household), a household questionnaire (one per household to collect 

household-level information), and an individual questionnaire (one per individual). Data come from 

the latter instrument and, therefore, exclude participants who have only household-level information. 

The sample size used in the current illustration is n=19,551. 

Measures

We focus on the mental health and partner relationships data. The links between romantic 

relationships and mental health outcomes is an active area of research and large, longitudinal 

population-representative studies can be valuable for illuminating their reciprocal links (Braithwaite 

& Holt-Lunstad, 2017). 

Mental health was measured using the General Health Questionnaire 12-item version (GHQ-

12). This was available at all 9 waves of the study but we here focus on waves 1,3,5,7, and 9 where 

partner relationship data were also available. It comprises 12 items referring to concentration, sleep, 

playing a useful role, feeling capable of making decisions, feeling constantly under strain, having 

problems overcoming difficulties, enjoying day-to-day activities, feeling able to face problems, 

feeling unhappy or depressed, losing confidence, feeling worthless, and general happiness. Responses 

to each item were on a four-point Likert-type scale from ‘better than usual’ to ‘much less than usual’. 

Responses to the 12 items were summed to provide a single score with a range of 0 to 36.

Partner relationship satisfaction was measured using the Revised Dyadic Adjustment Scale

(RDAS; Busby et al., 1995). A composite score was derived as the sum of four items that ask a 

respondent to rate different aspects of their relationship on a six-point scale. Aspects of the 



relationship rated are: how often they consider terminating their relationship with their partner, how 

often they regret getting married to/living with their partner, how often they quarrel with their partner,

and how often their partner gets on their nerves. These items were administered to adults who were 

married or co-habiting with their partner.

Analyses

To illustrate the use of design-based techniques to address missingness, we use an auto-

regressive latent trajectory model with structured residuals (ALT-SR;  Curran et al., 2014) to examine 

the longitudinal  within-person links between mental health and relationship satisfaction. These 

models are helpful for studying reciprocal within-person relations between constructs over time

(Berry & Willoughby, 2017; Mund & Nestler, 2019; Murray et al., 2019), for example,  how changes 

in individuals’ relationship satisfaction leads to or is impacted by changes in their mental health 

status. ALT-SRs involve fitting a cross-lagged panel model (CLPM) structure to the residuals from a 

parallel process growth curve model. This allows the between- and within-person relations between 

the two constructs to be dis-aggregated and the pooled within-person effects of one construct on 

another to be estimated. For most applications this is an advance on the traditional cross-lagged panel 

model in which the parameter estimates are a difficult-to-interpret blend of within- and between- 

person effects (Berry & Willoughby, 2017). In the current ALT-SR application, intercept, and slope 

factors were specified for both mental health and relationship happiness with the factor loadings for 

the intercept factors fixed to 1 and the factor loadings for the slope factors fixed proportional to the 

distance between waves (data collections were equidistant). All slope and intercept factors were 

allowed to covary. Further, structured residuals were created by creating residual variables that loaded

perfectly on the corresponding observed variable (loadings were fixed to 1 and observed variable 

residual variances were fixed to 0). This aspect of the model allows the within-person effects to be 

modelled. A cross-lagged panel structure was then fit to these residuals. The cross-lagged component 

of the model is shown in Figure 1 and includes lag-1 autoregressive and cross-lagged effects as well 

as within-wave (residual) covariances between mental health and relationship happiness. Each 

autoregressive, cross-lagged and within-wave residual covariance parameter was fixed equal to the 



corresponding autoregressive, cross-lagged and within-wave covariance effect at other waves. Model 

fit is evaluated based on conventional SEM criteria with <.05 for RMSEA and SRMR  and >.95 for 

TLI and CFI considered to indicate a well-fitting model (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Schermelleh-Engel et 

al., 2003).

The versions of the parameter and standard error estimation for the above-described ALT-SR 

are illustrated. First an (inappropriate) unadjusted model is fit for comparison against the adjusted 

versions. These models were fit using robust estimation that included adjustment for non-normality 

but not the complex survey design. Second, the model is fit using PML, with standard errors first 

estimated using robust (sandwich) variance estimation to adjust for the complex sampling design and 

second using a Bootstrap resampling-based technique. It is recommended that both standard error 

estimation methods are used in applications as a sensitivity check Code is provided as an Appendix. 

Attrition weight selection

Care must be taken in the selection of the correct weight for a given analysis to ensure that 

bias is effectively addressed (Lynn & Kaminska, 2010). In addition to design weights, the 

Understanding Society data release includes both cross-sectional weights and longitudinal attrition 

weights. Further, as data were collected at multiple levels (e.g., household level, adult proxy and main

interview, adult main interview only, and self-completion module), different weights are appropriate 

depending on which level the data come from. The most appropriate weight for the current analysis is 

the longitudinal weight for participation in the individual interviews up to wave 9.  This is the 

‘i_indscus_lw’ weight variable in the Understanding Society data release.

Mplus implementation of PML

In Mplus, PML is implemented using by specifying TYPE= COMPLEX under the 

ANALYSIS command and supplying WEIGHTING, STRATIFICATION, and CLUSTER variables 

under the DATA command. The stratification variable in UKHLS is ‘w_strata’ and the cluster 

variable (recording the PSUs to which cases belong) is ‘w_psu’ where w indicates the wave of 

interest.  These do not change over waves since they refer to the point of sampling; however, they are 

provided with the data for each wave for ease. The weighting variable depends on the data used 



(which modules and combinations of waves) and the goal of the analysis (which is the target 

population and type of inference; longitudinal versus cross-sectional). As described above, for the 

current analysis an appropriate weight would be ‘i_indscus_lw’. With the above arguments supplied, 

the model is then specified as it would be for any other analysis in the MODEL command. Mplus 

model syntax is described in detail at: https://www.statmodel.com/language.html.

To keep the current illustrative example simple we only address one level of clustering; 

however, in this dataset there is an additional level of clustering (within households) and this varies 

over waves. Within Mplus, multiple levels of clustering are best dealt with using a multi-level model 

approach, discussed in detail elsewhere (Wu & Kwok, 2012).

Mplus implementation of resampling for standard error estimation

In Mplus, implementation of resampling methods is achieved by supplying the stratification, 

cluster, and weight variables as described in the previous section, alongside specifying values for the 

BOOTSTRAP and RESPSE commands in the ANALYSIS section. REPSE specifies the type of 

resampling method to be used. Mplus offers several options: bootstrapping, Jackknife, Fay and BRR 

methods (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2010). In the current illustration we use the bootstrap method with 

500 draws.

survey.lavaan implementation of PML

In survey.lavaan the implementation of an estimation equivalent to the PML method is 

possible and is divided into three steps. First, a survey object is created which specifies the sampling 

design of the data. This is achieved using the svydesign function from the survey package. In this 

function, the stratification, cluster, and attrition weight variable are specified. Multiple levels of 

clustering can be specified using the ‘~’ operator to list the cluster variables hierarchically. However, 

for consistency with the Mplus example we here limit the analysis only to one level of clustering.

Second, a lavaan object is created. The model is first specified using lavaan syntax, discussed 

in  more detail elsewhere (Rosseel, 2012). This specified model can then be estimated using one of the

model fitting functions of lavaan. Lavaan has both a general latent variable modelling function 

(lavaan), as well as several specific functions that include helpful default constraints. For example, 

https://www.statmodel.com/language.html


cfa is available for confirmatory factor analysis models; growth for growth curve models; and sem for 

structural equation models. The estimator chosen for the model fitting at this stage e.g., MLM, WLS, 

MLR should match that desired for the design-adjusted analyses. For the current analysis we select 

‘MLM’, which allows us to use the mean generalised design effect to correct model fit statistics. 

Third, the lavaan.survey function is used to provide design-adjusted parameter estimates, 

standard errors and fit statistics for the SEM model and sampling design as specified in the previous 

two steps. It takes the survey and fitted lavaan objects created in the previous two steps as its input. 

Finally, after saving the result of this last model fitting step as a new object, the fitMeasures and 

summary functions can be used to inspect the fit and parameter estimates of the fitted model 

respectively. For design-adjusted analyses, the chisq.scaled and corresponding degrees of freedom 

and p-value, together with the cfi.robust, tli.robust, and rmsea.robust values provide information on 

global fit (see Brosseau-Liard et al., 2012; Brosseau-Liard & Savalei, 2014). 

survey.lavaan implementation of resampling for standard error estimation

The implementation of resampling methods in lavaan.survey is similar to the implementation 

of PML. First, an object encoding the survey design is created using the as.svrepdesign function. This 

takes the survey design variables (strata, clusters, weights) and the name of the datasets as its 

arguments. The default number of resamples is 50; however, this can be specified by the user via the 

‘replicates’ argument. For this example we will request 500 resamples, setting ‘replicates=500’. The 

resampling method is also specified in this function through the ‘type’ argument, with the Jackknife 

method used by default.  Other available methods are several variants of bootstrap methods, the BRR 

method, and Fay’s method (Canty & Davison, 1999; Judkins, 1990; Preston, 2009). In the current 

example we will use the bootstrap method by setting ‘type=bootstrap’, which implements the 

bootstrapping method detailed in Canty and Davison (1999). Second, a lavaan object with a fitted 

SEM is created, exactly as described in the previous section. Third, the lavaan.survey function is used 

to re-fit this model using the resampling information provided in the as.svyrepdesign function.  

Results

Lavaan implementation 



The unadjusted model fit reasonably well by conventional criteria [ χ2 (35) = 897.168 p<.001;

RMSEA= .079; SRMR= .045; CFI=.950; TLI= .935]. The design-adjusted models fit better [ χ2 (35) =

88.829, p<.001; RMSEA=.030; SRMR=.022; CFI=.993; TLI=.991]. The cross-lagged parameter 

model results from the models fit using lavaan.survey are shown in Table 1, with unadjusted model 

results also shown for comparison. Only the autoregressive and cross-lagged parameters are shown, 

with full model results available in Supplementary Materials: https://osf.io/345wf/files/.

 Results from the unadjusted model suggested that there were significant within-person 

autoregressive effects for both relationship happiness and mental health, as well as a significant 

within-person effect of relationship happiness on mental health. Design-adjusted analyses were highly

similar to one another also suggested significant autoregressive effects for both constructs; however, 

the stability of the relationship happiness construct was considerably lower in these analyses. Further, 

unlike the unadjusted analyses, there were no significant within-person cross-lagged effects. 

Mplus implementation

Results based on the Mplus implementation showed essentially the same pattern as the 

lavaan.survey implementation. The unadjusted model fit well by conventional criteria [ χ2 (35) = 

267.43 p<.001; RMSEA=.018; SRMR=.038; CFI=.987; TLI=.987]. The design-adjusted models fit 

slightly better [χ2 (35) = 85.67, p<.001; RMSEA=.009; SRMR=.035; CFI=.993; TLI=.991]. The 

cross-lagged parameter model results from the models fit using lavaan.survey are shown in Table 2, 

with unadjusted model results are also shown for comparison. Only the autoregressive and cross-

lagged parameters are shown, with full model results available in Supplementary Materials: 

https://osf.io/345wf/. In the unadjusted model there were significant within-person autoregressive 

effects for both relationship happiness and mental health as well as a significant within-person cross-

lagged effect of mental health on relationship happiness. In the design-adjusted analyses; however, 

only the autoregressive effects were significant, i.e., design adjustment resulted in changes in 

significance for the main effects of substantive interest in this analysis. Standard errors were larger, 

reflecting greater uncertainty in the design-adjusted analyses than in the unadjusted analyses. Standard

errors were similar across the two variance estimation methods in the design-adjusted setting. 



Discussion

 In this tutorial, we have noted that complex sampling designs are characteristic of many open 

and widely used longitudinal datasets. When statistical analyses, including SEM, are conducted using 

these kinds of datasets techniques must be employed that take into account the presence (as relevant) 

of unequal selection probabilities, stratification, and clustering to avoid biased parameter estimates, 

standard errors, and model fit statistics. These same studies are also vulnerable to the effects of drop-

out and associated attrition bias, making it important to apply analysis techniques that can 

simultaneously address complex sampling designs and attrition. Commonly used and recommended 

missing data techniques to address attrition, such as FIML with auxiliary variables and multiple 

imputation can be difficult to apply in practice with complex longitudinal survey data. Attrition 

weights, however, may offer a more practical solution for most applications. 

Using an autoregressive latent trajectory model with structured residuals (ALT-SR), we 

provided an illustration of fitting longitudinal models to complex survey data in both lavaan.survey

(Oberski, 2014) and Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 2015). We illustrated parameter estimation using 

pseudo-maximum likelihood (and equivalent) robust estimation and standard error estimation based 

both on PML and  resampling techniques (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2010; Oberski, 2014). Our 

example came from the Understanding Society study and examined the within-person cross-lagged 

relations between relationship satisfaction and mental health (see Braithwaite & Holt-Lunstad, 2017 

for a recent review of research in this area). We selected an ALT-SR model for our example because 

of the growing popularity of this model in longitudinal SEM applications (e.g., Berry & Willoughby, 

2017; Curran et al., 2014; Mund & Nestler, 2019; Murray et al., 2019; Oh et al., 2020); however, the 

principles discussed and the implementation illustrated is applicable to SEMs more broadly. 

We showed that results were similar across the two standard error estimation methods used 

(robust estimator and bootstrap resampling); however, these results differed in important ways from 

the results from unadjusted analyses that ignored the sampling design. For example, in the naïve 

models ignoring the sampling design suggested that there was a significant negative within-person 



effect of relationship happiness on later mental health. This effect was not significant in the design-

adjusted analyses. The parameter estimate for the autoregressive effect of relationship happiness was 

also much smaller in the design-adjusted analyses compared with the unadjusted analyses.  These 

results thus further reinforce the message that ignoring survey design features when fitting SEMs can 

make a considerable difference to the conclusions drawn from complex survey data (Kaplan & 

Ferguson, 1999; Stapleton, 2006; Wu & Kwok, 2012). 

It is, however, important to highlight the limitations of weighting approaches to addressing 

attrition. First, they provide unbiased estimates only under data that are missing at random (MAR), 

therefore, if data are missing over and above that which can be predicted from available data then they

will not provide completely unbiased results. This situation is known as ‘missing not at random’ 

(MNAR).  Methods for dealing with missing not at random (MNAR) data in SEM fit to complex 

survey data has received little attention and it is, therefore, not clear whether and how they should be 

implemented. Indeed, an important future direction will be evaluation of techniques that aim to 

address MNAR data such as pattern mixture, random coefficient, and selection models in the context 

of complex survey designs. 

Second, weighting techniques are less efficient than other methods of dealing with missing 

data. In large datasets such as the one used in the present example where statistical power is seldom 

an issue this may matter little; however, for smaller datasets it can become a problem.  Reasons for 

their poorer efficiency include the fact that they do not include all available cases, they address 

respondent-level but not item-level missingness, and they (typically) do not account for non-

monotonic attrition where participants miss a wave/waves but return to a study at a later stage. 

Further, if the predictors used in the model to derive the weights are related to the probability of 

missingness but not to the variables used in the main analysis then weighting can increase parameter 

variance without any bias reduction (Alanya et al., 2015). Finally, weights may not always be 

available for a particular combination of waves or instruments, necessitating either the use of a 

suboptimal weight (which sacrifices either bias reduction or efficiency) or the construction of a 



weight by a user. This latter technique somewhat negates a commonly cited advantage of weighting 

techniques, namely their ease of implementation. 

For these reasons, further development and evaluation of other missing data techniques that 

can be implemented in complex survey data remains an important (active) area of research. Several 

suggestions have, for example, been advanced based on the use of multiple imputation based 

techniques (De Silva et al., 2020; Grund et al., 2016; Oberski, 2014; Zhou et al., 2016a, 2016b); 

however, at present these are either not widely available in SEM software; have not been thoroughly 

evaluated, or only address some aspects of complex sampling (e.g., weighting but not clustering and 

stratification or clustering but not weighting).   In the lavaan.survey documentation, for example, it is 

suggested that multiple imputation could be combined with design-adjusted analysis (and the same 

would be possible in Mplus); however, this approach requires further evaluation. Other areas where 

further evaluation is needed is in methods for assessing design-adjustments to global fit indices in the 

context of nested model comparisons such as measurement invariance testing (e.g., Svetina et al., 

2020), adjustments to local fit statistics (Bollen et al., 2013) and when  using ordinal categorical 

outcomes (Oberski, 2014).  Finally, a major limitation of lavaan.survey is that it can only currently be 

used with continuous variables. This is not a problem for the current illustration where the variables 

can reasonably be treated as continuous; however, it is likely to be an important limitation for many 

other social science applications. 

Conclusion

Addressing non-random attrition in longitudinal surveys with complex sampling designs is 

important to ensure unbiased parameter and variance estimates. Design-weighted analyses using 

pseudo-maximum likelihood estimation and a robust variance estimator or resampling-based variance 

estimator can provide a practical solution for most common longitudinal SEM applications. These 

techniques can be implemented in both lavaan.survey and Mplus using the code provided in the 

current tutorial. 
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Table 1: lavaan.survey cross-lagged parameters from ALT-SR

Unadjusted PML Resampling (Bootstrap)
Regressions Estimate SE p Estimate SE p Estimate SE p
Relationship happiness on mental health 0.018 0.009 .055 0.007 0.008 .405 0.007 0.009 .470
Mental health on relationship happiness -0.161 0.049 .001 0.037 0.046 .423 0.037 0.058 .521
Relationship happiness on relationship happiness 1.111 0.018 <.001 0.166 0.044 <.001 0.166 0.049 .001
Mental health on mental health 0.072 0.016 <.001 0.069 0.023 .003 0.069 0.022 .002



Table 2: Mplus cross-lagged parameters from ALT-SR

Unadjusted PML Resampling (Bootstrap)
Regressions Estimate SE p Estimate SE p Estimate SE p
Relationship happiness on mental health -.007 0.005 <.001 0.007 0.009 .400 0.007 0.009 .408
Mental health on relationship happiness 0.024 0.032 .467 0.079 0.060 .184 0.079 0.058 .176
Relationship happiness on relationship happiness 0.173 0.027 <.001 0.143 0.047 .003 0.143 0.047 .002
Mental health on mental health 0.080 0.011 <.001 0.064 0.019 .001 0.064 0.019 .001



Table 2: Mplus cross-lagged panel results

Unadjusted PML Resampling (Bootstrap)
Estimate SE p Estimate SE p Estimat

e

SE p

w9 relationship satisfaction on w7 relationship satisfaction 0.515 0.012 <.001 0.529 0.02 <.001 0.529 0.019 <.001
w9 relationship satisfaction on w7 mental health -0.017 0.002 <.001 -0.021 0.004 <.001 -0.021 0.004 <.001
w7 relationship satisfaction on w5 relationship satisfaction 0.322 0.012 <.001 0.302 0.018 <.001 0.302 0.017 <.001
w7 relationship satisfaction on w5 mental health -0.033 0.003 <.001 -0.036 0.004 <.001 -0.036 0.005 <.001
w5 relationship satisfaction on w3 relationship satisfaction 0.329 0.013 <.001 0.319 0.019 <.001 0.319 0.02 <.001
w5 relationship satisfaction on w3 mental health -0.026 0.003 <.001 -0.027 0.005 <.001 -0.027 0.005 <.001
w3 relationship satisfaction on w1 relationship satisfaction 0.382 0.015 <.001 0.338 0.029 <.001 0.338 0.028 <.001
w3 relationship satisfaction on w1 mental health -0.023 0.003 <.001 -0.026 0.006 <.001 -0.026 0.006 <.001
w9 mental health on w7 mental health 0.516 0.01 <.001 0.504 0.019 <.001 0.504 0.019 <.001
w9 mental health on w7 relationship satisfaction -0.299 0.046 <.001 -0.343 0.085 <.001 -0.343 0.083 <.001
w7 mental health on w5 mental health 0.491 0.01 <.001 0.484 0.017 <.001 0.484 0.017 <.001
w7 mental health on w5 relationship satisfaction -0.273 0.041 <.001 -0.216 0.063 .001 -0.216 0.062 <.001
w5 mental health on w3 mental health 0.532 0.01 <.001 0.526 0.015 <.001 0.526 0.016 <.001
w5 mental health on w3 relationship satisfaction -0.182 0.039 <.001 -0.200 0.059 .001 -0.2 0.06 .001
w3 mental health on w1 mental health 0.505 0.011 <.001 0.504 0.018 <.001 0.504 0.018 <.001
w3 mental health on w1 relationship satisfaction -0.163 0.044 <.001 -0.241 0.074 .001 -0.241 0.072 .001



Figures



Figure 1: Main analysis model of the relations between relationship satisfaction and mental health



Note. Rectangles represent observed variables and ellipses represent latent variables; single-headed arrows represent regression paths and double-headed 

arrows represent covariances. Only the autoregressive and cross-lagged parameters are shown for visual clarity.



APPENDIX: Code examples

1. Mplus implementation of unadjusted and design-adjusted analyses 

TITLE: unadjusted analysis of complex survey designs

DATA:
file is  ! file path goes here
VARIABLE:

NAMES ARE ! specify variable names

pidp a_screlhappy a_scdassat_dv a_screlparei a_screlparcd
a_screlparwt a_screlpards a_screlparrg a_screlparar a_screlparir
a_screlparks a_scparoutint a_scghq1_dv a_psu a_strata c_screlhappy
c_scghq1_dv c_scdassat_dv e_screlhappy e_scghq1_dv e_scdassat_dv
e_screlparei e_screlparcd e_screlparwt e_screlpards e_screlparrg
e_screlparar e_screlparir e_screlparks e_scparoutint g_screlhappy
g_scghq1_dv g_scdassat_dv g_screlparei g_screlparcd g_screlparwt
g_screlpards g_screlparrg g_screlparar g_screlparir g_screlparks
g_scparoutint i_screlhappy i_scghq1_dv i_indscus_lw
i_scdassat_dv i_screlparei i_screlparcd i_screlparwt
i_screlpards i_screlparrg i_screlparar i_screlparir
i_screlparks i_scparoutint missPSU missweight;

USEVARIABLES ARE 

a_scdassat_dv c_scdassat_dv e_scdassat_dv g_scdassat_dv i_scdassat_dv
a_scghq1_dv c_scghq1_dv e_scghq1_dv g_scghq1_dv i_scghq1_dv; 
! specify variables to use in analysis

MISSING ARE ALL(-999);  !    specify missing data codes

!! for design adjusted analyses ‘STRATIFICAYION, CLUSTER and WEIGHT line should be !! 
uncommented

!STRATIFICATION IS a_strata; !specify the stratification variable

!CLUSTER is a_psu;       !specify the cluster variable

!WEIGHT IS i_indscus_lw; !specify the attrition weight  variable

ANALYSIS: 
ESTIMATOR=MLR; ! select robust maximum likelihood estimation

!! for resample-based standard errors, BOOSTRAP and REPSE lines should be !!uncommented!!

  BOOTSTRAP=500;  ! specify the number of bootstrap draws
  REPSE= BOOTSTRAP; !specify the resampling method

!!for design-adjusted analyses TYPE line should be uncommented !!

!TYPE= COMPLEX; ! specify type=complex to estimate models fit to complex survey data



MODEL:  ! specify ALT-SR model
!!!Bivariate growth curve!!!
   
iMH sMH| a_scghq1_dv@0 c_scghq1_dv@1 e_scghq1_dv@2 g_scghq1_dv@3 i_scghq1_dv@4; !
intercept and slope factor loadings for mental health
    
iRH sRH| a_scdassat_dv@0 c_scdassat_dv@1 e_scdassat_dv@2 g_scdassat_dv@3 
i_scdassat_dv@4; ! intercept and slope factor loadings for relationship happiness

[iMH-sRH*];     !intercept and slope factor means (freely estimated)

iMH-sRH*;     !intercept and slope factor variances (freely estimated)

iMH with sMH-sRH;    !intercept and slope factor covariances
sMH with iRH-sRH;
iRH with sRH;
 
L_MH1 by a_scghq1_dv@1; ! create the residual factors for mental health
L_MH3 by c_scghq1_dv@1;
L_MH5 by e_scghq1_dv@1;
L_MH7 by g_scghq1_dv@1;
L_MH9 by i_scghq1_dv@1;

a_scghq1_dv-i_scghq1_dv@0; ! fix residuals of observed variables to 0

[L_MH1-L_MH9@0]; !estimate residual factor means
L_MH1-L_MH9*; !estimate residual factor variances

L_RH1 by a_scdassat_dv@1; !create residual factors for relationship satisfaction
L_RH3 by c_scdassat_dv@1;
L_RH5 by e_scdassat_dv@1;
L_RH7 by g_scdassat_dv@1;
L_RH9 by i_scdassat_dv@1;

a_scdassat_dv-i_scdassat_dv@0;

[L_RH1-L_RH9@0];
L_RH1-L_RH9*;

!!!relations between residual variables!!!

L_RH9 on L_RH7 (a1) !fix corresponding autoregressive parameters equal over time
L_MH7 (c1); !fix corresponding cross-lagged parameters equal over time

L_MH9 on L_MH7 (a2)
L_RH7 (c2);

L_RH7 on L_RH5 (a1)
L_MH5 (c1);

L_MH7 on L_MH5 (a2)
L_RH5 (c2);



L_RH5 on L_RH3 (a1)
L_MH3 (c1);

L_MH5 on L_MH3 (a2)
L_RH3 (c2);

L_RH3 on L_RH1 (a1)
L_MH1 (c1);

L_MH3 on L_MH1 (a2)
L_RH1 (c2);

L_RH9 with L_MH9 (r);
L_RH7 with L_MH7 (r);
L_RH5 with L_MH5 (r);
L_RH3 with L_MH3 (r);
L_RH1 with L_MH1 ;

iMH with L_MH1@0; !  set covariances between growth factors and residual factors to 0
iMH with L_RH1@0;

sMH with L_MH1@0;
sMH with L_RH1@0;

iRH with L_MH1@0;
iRH with L_RH1@0;

sRH with L_MH1@0;
sRH with L_RH1@0;

OUTPUT: STAND;



R implementation of unadjusted and design-adjusted analyses

## set the treatment of single PSU stata

options(survey.lonely.psu = 'adjust')

##set up the survey design object

US_surv<-svydesign(id=~a_psu, strata=~a_strata, weights=~i_indscus_lw, data=dataset)  

US_surv_resamp_boot<-as.svrepdesign(US_surv, type='bootstrap')

##specify the lavaan model

ALT_SR<-'

#------------------------------

#growth curve for mental health

#-------------------------------

#MH intercept

iMH=~ 1*a_scghq1_dv + 1*c_scghq1_dv + 1*e_scghq1_dv + 1*g_scghq1_dv + 1*i_scghq1_dv  
#intercept factor loadings

iMH~1         #intercept factor mean  

iMH~~iMH     #intercept factor variance

#MH slope

sMH=~ 0* a_scghq1_dv + 1*c_scghq1_dv + 2*e_scghq1_dv + 3*g_scghq1_dv + 4*i_scghq1_dv   
#slope factor loadings

sMH~1          #slope factor mean

sMH~~sMH       #slope factor variance

#create residuals for mental health

L_MH1 =~ 1*a_scghq1_dv

L_MH3 =~ 1*c_scghq1_dv

L_MH5 =~ 1*e_scghq1_dv

L_MH7 =~ 1*g_scghq1_dv

L_MH9 =~ 1*i_scghq1_dv 

a_scghq1_dv ~~ 0*a_scghq1_dv



c_scghq1_dv ~~ 0*c_scghq1_dv

e_scghq1_dv ~~ 0*e_scghq1_dv

g_scghq1_dv ~~ 0*g_scghq1_dv

i_scghq1_dv ~~ 0*i_scghq1_dv

L_MH1 ~ 0

L_MH3 ~ 0

L_MH5 ~ 0

L_MH7 ~ 0

L_MH9 ~ 0

L_MH1 ~~ L_MH1

L_MH3 ~~ L_MH3

L_MH5 ~~ L_MH5

L_MH7 ~~ L_MH7

L_MH9 ~~ L_MH9

#---------------------------------------

#growth curve for relationship happiness

#---------------------------------------

#RH intercept

iRH=~ 1*a_scdassat_dv + 1*c_scdassat_dv + 1*e_scdassat_dv + 1*g_scdassat_dv + 1*i_scdassat_dv 
#intercept factor loadings

iRH~1        #intercept factor mean  

iRH~~iRH     #intercept factor variance

#RH slope

sRH=~ 0* a_scdassat_dv + 1*c_scdassat_dv + 2*e_scdassat_dv + 3*g_scdassat_dv + 
4*i_scdassat_dv   #slope factor loadings

sRH~1          #slope factor mean

sRH~~sRH       #slope factor variance

iMH~~sMH



iMH~~iRH

iMH~~sRH

sMH~~iRH

sMH~~sRH

iRH ~~ sRH

#create residuals for relationship happiness

L_RH1 =~ 1*a_scdassat_dv

L_RH3 =~ 1*c_scdassat_dv

L_RH5 =~ 1*e_scdassat_dv

L_RH7 =~ 1*g_scdassat_dv

L_RH9 =~ 1*i_scdassat_dv 

a_scdassat_dv ~~ 0*a_scdassat_dv

c_scdassat_dv ~~ 0*c_scdassat_dv

e_scdassat_dv ~~ 0*e_scdassat_dv

g_scdassat_dv ~~ 0*g_scdassat_dv

i_scdassat_dv ~~ 0*i_scdassat_dv

L_RH1 ~ 0

L_RH3 ~ 0

L_RH5 ~ 0

L_RH7 ~ 0

L_RH9 ~ 0

L_RH1 ~~ L_RH1

L_RH3 ~~ L_RH3

L_RH5 ~~ L_RH5

L_RH7 ~~ L_RH7

L_RH9 ~~ L_RH9



#-----------------------------------------

#Add autoregressive and cross-lagged paths

#-----------------------------------------

L_RH9 ~ a1*L_RH7 + c1*L_MH7

L_MH9 ~ a2*L_MH7 + c2*L_RH7

L_RH7 ~ a1*L_RH5 + c1*L_MH5

L_MH7 ~ a2*L_MH5 + c2*L_RH5

L_RH5 ~ a1*L_RH3 + c1*L_MH3

L_MH5 ~ a2*L_MH3 + c2*L_RH3

L_RH3 ~ a1*L_RH1 + c1*L_MH1

L_MH3 ~ a2*L_MH1 + c2*L_RH1

#(residual) covariances

L_RH1 ~~ L_MH1

L_RH3 ~~ r*L_MH3

L_RH5 ~~ r*L_MH5

L_RH7 ~~ r*L_MH7

L_RH9 ~~ r*L_MH9

iMH ~~ 0*L_MH1

iMH ~~ 0*L_RH1

sMH ~~ 0*L_MH1

sMH ~~ 0*L_RH1

iRH ~~ 0*L_MH1

iRH ~~ 0*L_RH1

sRH ~~ 0*L_MH1

sRH ~~ 0*L_RH1

'



## Fit the unadjusted model

US_model.fit<-lavaan(ALT_SR, data=dataset, estimator='MLM') 

summary(US_model.fit, standardized=T, fit.measures=T)

modindices(US_model.fit, sort=T)

fitMeasures(US_model.fit)

#Fit the PML design-adjusted

US_model_complex.fit<-lavaan.survey(US_model.fit, US_surv)  

summary(US_model_complex.fit, standardized=T, fit.measures=T)

fitMeasures(US_model_complex.fit)

#Resampling with Jackknife

US_model_complex.fit.resamp<-lavaan.survey(US_model.fit, US_surv_resamp)  

summary(US_model_complex.fit.resamp, standardized=T, fit.measures=T)

#Resampling with Bootstrap

US_model_complex.fit.boot<-lavaan.survey(US_model.fit, US_surv_resamp_boot)  

summary(US_model_complex.fit.boot, standardized=T, fit.measures=T)

fitMeasures(US_model_complex.fit.boot)


